
 

 
MATTHEW J. BALLARD 
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CRAIG, MAYES & ROGERS COUNTIES 

STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
Rogers County           Mayes County 
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918-923-4960           Craig County 
918-923-4545 (Fax)          918-256-3320 
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September 18, 2020 
 
Commissioner John Scully 
Oklahoma Department of Public Safety  
 
 Re: Trooper Caleb Cole 
  Incident Date: June 25, 2020 
 
Dear Commissioner Scully: 
 
The purpose of this correspondence is to advise you of my office’s determination regarding the 
officer-involved shooting that occurred on June 25, 2020 involving Oklahoma Highway Patrol 
Trooper Caleb Cole.  For the reasons set out below, it is my determination that Trooper Cole acted 
appropriately under the circumstances and that the shooting was justified under the facts and law. 
 

Factual Summary 
 
On Thursday, June 25, 2020, Oklahoma Highway Patrol Trooper Caleb Cole was working traffic 
enforcement in a marked unit on the Will Rogers Turnpike in rural Craig County, near the turnpike 
toll plaza.  Trooper Cole observed a grey Chevy Impala stop at the toll gate. Trooper Cole 
attempted to read the temporary vehicle tag, but was unable to do so, because the tag had blown 
up while the vehicle was in motion. As the vehicle came to a stop at the toll gate, he observed that 
the writing on the tag was faded and not visible and he initiated a traffic stop. 
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Photo of the Impala showing the faded temporary tag 

 
Upon activating his emergency lights, the driver of the Chevy Impala began to pull to the shoulder.  
At that time, Trooper Cole observed a second occupant of the vehicle in the front passenger seat. 
As the driver pulled to the side of the road, Trooper Cole observed the passenger making 
movements and reaching around the vehicle. The driver later reported that she also noticed the 
passenger’s movements and asked him if he was “good” and he responded that he was.  The driver 
said that this question was in reference to whether the passenger was carrying drugs or a gun and 
was prompted by the movements observed by the driver.  
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After the vehicle came to a stop on the shoulder, Trooper Cole stopped his patrol car approximately 
12 feet behind the Impala on the shoulder of the area immediately leaving the toll gate. 

 
Diagram showing the location of the vehicle 

 
Trooper Cole approached the stopped vehicle on the passenger side, to be on the same side as the 
person moving around. Upon approaching the vehicle, Trooper Cole looked into the passenger 
compartment and observed items in the rear floorboard, including what he believed to be a diaper 
or diaper bag. The rear passenger window was rolled down.   
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The traffic stop was video recorded by Trooper Cole’s dash camera. At the time of the traffic stop, 
Trooper Cole’s body microphone was not in operation as the battery had run down and was 
recharging.   The dash camera microphone also did not capture any audio.  This equipment was 
sent to the manufacturer in an attempt to retrieve the audio from the dash camera, but the 
manufacturer was unable to so.   
 

 
Trooper Cole’s patrol vehicle 

 
Trooper Cole made contact with the driver, later identified as Shunta Chatman.  The decedent, 
Robert Harris, was seated in the front passenger seat. Upon approaching the vehicle, Trooper Cole 
noticed the smell of raw marijuana (as opposed to burnt marijuana). As Trooper Cole made contact 
with Ms. Chatman he observed Mr. Harris holding a cellular telephone and other items against his 
chest, while staring straight ahead. Trooper Cole noticed Mr. Harris’ chest rising and falling 
rapidly and could see his pulse racing from the veins in his neck.  Trooper Cole’s initial contact 
and conversation with Ms. Chatman was conducted through the partially open rear passenger 
window, which provided him an opportunity to observe the contents of the vehicle, as well as the 
marijuana odor.   
 
As Trooper Cole spoke with Ms. Chatman and explained the issue with the tag, he noticed that 
Mr. Harris appeared very nervous. Based on his observations, Trooper Cole believed that Mr. 
Harris could be preparing to run from the vehicle. Trooper Cole continued the traffic stop and Ms. 
Chatman stepped out of the vehicle to retrieve paperwork from the trunk, which Trooper Cole 
allowed while continuing to observe Mr. Harris through the rear window. Trooper Cole directed 
Ms. Chatman back to his vehicle, where she sat in the passenger seat. Trooper Cole remained 
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standing, in part due to his observations of Mr. Harris, who continued to act nervous. Ms. Chatman 
admitted to smoking a “blunt” with Mr. Harris, but denied the raw marijuana smell. 
 
Trooper Cole asked Ms. Chatman if there were any guns in the vehicle and Ms. Chatman replied, 
“Not that I know of. Well, for me, no. For me, no.” Based on his experience with criminal 
interdiction stops, Trooper Cole took her qualified answer to mean that there was likely a weapon 
in the vehicle or on Mr. Harris. Ms. Chatman later acknowledged to investigators that Mr. Harris 
had spoken about a gun, but denied ever seeing it. Ms. Chatman also reported that she asked Mr. 
Harris at the beginning of the trip if he was “good”, by which she was inquiring whether he had 
guns or drugs on him, which Mr. Harris denied. Ms. Chatman denied ever seeing a gun in her 
vehicle. 
 
After speaking with Ms. Chatman, Trooper Cole put on a pair of gloves and prepared to pat down 
Mr. Harris and search the vehicle. Trooper Cole left Ms. Chatman seated in his patrol unit, while 
he made contact with Mr. Harris.  Trooper Cole again approached the passenger side of the vehicle. 
Upon reaching Mr. Harris, he instructed Mr. Harris to exit the vehicle. Mr. Harris stepped out of 
the vehicle and Trooper Cole observed him to be holding a phone, a pack of cigars and maybe a 
wallet. Trooper Cole pointed to the passenger seat and told him to put the items down and turn 
around so that Trooper Cole could pat him down for weapons. Trooper Cole gestured to the front 
seat and made a “turn around” motion with his hand.  
 
 
 

 
Trooper Cole gestures to Mr. Harris 
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Contrary to Trooper Cole’s instructions, Mr. Harris sat back down in the car with his feet out of 
the vehicle, facing Trooper Cole. 
 

 
Mr. Harris re-entered the vehicle 

 
As Mr. Harris sat back down in the vehicle, Trooper Cole told Mr. Harris that he had not asked 
him to re-enter the vehicle. Mr. Harris then placed his hands behind his back and began moving 
his hands, appearing to attempt to manipulate some object out of Trooper Cole’s view.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harris’ 
feet 
elevated 
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Trooper Cole then drew his service weapon and advised Mr. Harris to show him his hands. 
 
 

 
Harris seated in vehicle 
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As Trooper Cole pointed his gun at Mr. Harris, Mr. Harris rapidly brought his right hand out from 
behind his back.  Trooper Cole observed a black object in Mr. Harris’ right hand as Mr. Harris 
brought his hand out, past his hip. Trooper Cole began retreating from the vehicle and fired his 
handgun one time. 
 
 

 
Trooper Cole discharges his firearm 

 

 

Smoke from the 
discharge of Cole’s 
gun  

Object in Harris’ right 
hand 
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Trooper Cole’s shot struck Mr. Harris in the lower portion of his face and Mr. Harris’ hands flew 
up and back.  The smoke from the gunshot is visible in the video and the projectile would have left 
Trooper Cole’s weapon prior to the visible indication. Trooper Cole described Mr. Harris’ falling 
back into the vehicle, and seeing a gun fly over Mr. Harris’ head and hitting the armrest and then 
disappearing from sight.  Mr. Harris came to rest in the passenger seat of the vehicle, with his legs 
extending outside. Trooper Cole immediately called for assistance. Mr. Harris continued to move 
and Trooper Cole attempted to locate the handgun, but was unable to find it and assumed it came 
to rest between the driver’s seat and door.  Trooper Cole was unaware of where the gun was located 
until his meeting with investigators. This is significant as Trooper Cole’s initial conversation with 
the occupants of the vehicle took place through the open back passenger window and the 
photograph below was taken from the height of Trooper Cole. The gun would have been readily 
visible from Trooper Cole’s vantage point, had it been in that location during Trooper Cole’s initial 
approach.  Trooper Cole rendered emergency aid to Mr. Harris until other first responders arrived 
on scene and took over. 
 

INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS 
 
Immediately after Mr. Harris was taken for medical treatment, the area of the shooting was secured 
and investigators began processing the scene.  The Chevy Impala was photographed and 
documented by investigators from the Oklahoma Highway Patrol Investigations Section. 
 
In the back passenger floorboard, investigators discovered a black Smith and Wesson 9mm 
handgun.  The gun was partially on top of a diaper in the area where Trooper Cole noticed a “diaper 
bag” or a “diaper” on his initial approach to the vehicle. Significantly, Trooper Cole did not see a 
handgun in the floorboard at that time. 
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Photograph of the back seat of the Impala, taken from the approximate height of Trooper Cole from the exterior of 

the vehicle 
 

 
Perspective from the driver side, showing the gun partially on top of the diaper and the reclined passenger seat 

Firearm 

Firearm 
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Reclined front passenger seat 

 
 
An autopsy of the decedent concluded that Mr. Harris died of a gunshot wound to his head and 
neck. The trajectory of the injury revealed that the projectile entered the oral cavity and was 
recovered from the left clavicle, indicating Mr. Harris was shot while he was still in the vehicle. 
Toxicology indicated the presence of phencyclidine (PCP) in Mr. Harris’ blood at the time of his 
death.   
 

STATEMENTS OF SHUNTA CHATMAN 
 
While at the scene, investigators engaged Ms. Chatman in a preliminary conversation to determine 
what she had observed. She was later interviewed in more detail at OHP regional headquarters. 
During these conversations, Ms. Chatman stated that when Trooper Cole initiated the traffic stop, 
Mr. Harris began to get “fidgety.” Based on his behavior, she again asked Mr. Harris if he was 
“good”, to which Mr. Harris responded he was “good.” Ms. Chatman advised that she never saw 
a gun in her vehicle. She was able to observe the interaction between Trooper Cole and Mr. Harris 
and that Mr. Harris “out of nowhere” sat back down in the car. She saw Mr. Harris slumped in the 
seat, leaning back. Ms. Chatman described the way Mr. Harris was sitting “didn’t look right” and 
she would have felt her life was in jeopardy if she were Trooper Cole. She saw Trooper Cole back 
up and fire his weapon.  Ms. Chatman also said she saw Mr. Harris “twitch” just before the trooper 
fired his weapon.  In her first interview at the scene, Ms. Chatman stated “He (Trooper Cole) did 
nothing wrong. All the officer did was ask him to get out of the car.” She continually said, “The 
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officer was not in the wrong.”  In her second interview away from the scene, Ms. Chatman said 
the trooper did not do anything wrong.  In fact, she said, “The trooper, he was not in the wrong.  I 
was literally sitting in his passenger seat and watched it.”  Prior to being taken from the scene, Ms. 
Chatman called a relative and said, “The crazy part about – the police, the officer wasn’t even in 
the wrong, though.”   
 

 
Trooper Cole’s vehicle in relation to the Impala 

 
Given the proximity of Trooper Cole’s vehicle to Ms. Chatman, Ms. Chatman would have had a 
clear perspective to observe the encounter between Mr. Harris and Trooper Cole. 
 

FACTUAL CONCLUSIONS 
 
The entirety of the fatal interaction between Trooper Cole and Mr. Harris lasted approximately 30 
seconds. During the beginning of the interaction, it is clear from Trooper Cole’s body language 
that he was relaxed. Trooper Cole leaned against the door of the Impala and opened the door to 
allow Mr. Harris to exit. His gestures confirm his statements that he asked Mr. Harris to place his 
items back on the seat and to turn around. Trooper Cole’s attempt to search Mr. Harris for weapons 
was a lawful pat down under Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, (1968).  The beginning of the encounter 
was casual. It was not until Mr. Harris sits back in the seat that Trooper Cole’s demeanor 
immediately changes. Trooper Cole does not pull his firearm until Mr. Harris sits back down in 
the vehicle and his hands drop from view. Trooper Cole does not fire his handgun until Mr. Harris 
begins rapidly moving his arms up. Even upon firing his handgun, Trooper Cole fires a single shot. 
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He immediately checks the area for weapons and then renders aid to Mr. Harris. Trooper Cole’s 
actions during the entirety of the encounter were controlled and professional. There are no facts 
contrary to Trooper Cole’s assertion that he acted solely to eliminate a threat to his safety. 
 
The position of the handgun is also significant. Without having the opportunity to review the 
photographs of the scene and without knowing the significance of the diaper in relation to the 
handgun, Trooper Cole independently stated that he observed items in the floorboard of the back 
seat, including a “diaper bag” or a “diaper.” The handgun was found partially on top of the diaper, 
indicating that it had recently come to rest there. The passenger seat was significantly reclined and 
the final position of the gun is consistent with Trooper Cole’s description of the gun flying over 
Mr. Harris head and hitting the armrest.  Further, Ms. Chatman denied ever seeing a handgun in 
her vehicle and denied that the handgun was hers. Finally, given its location, it is clear that the 
weapon would have been immediately visible, had it been in the rear floorboard when Trooper 
Cole approached the passenger side of the vehicle on two separate occasions. Had Trooper Cole 
observed the handgun during either of those interactions, it is implausible that he would have 
continued with the stop with no reaction or alteration to his demeanor. 
 
Mr. Harris’ possession of the handgun was also corroborated by investigators who spoke with 
witnesses who observed Mr. Harris with a gun in his waistband the day before the shooting. 
Further, Mr. Harris had reason to be nervous that the handgun would be discovered. Investigators 
learned that Mr. Harris was a certified gang member with a felony history, making his possession 
of the handgun a felony. Mr. Harris also had a large amount of powder cocaine in his pocket at the 
time of the incident. Trooper Cole’s observation that Mr. Harris was nervous (an observation also 
made by Ms. Chatman) is entirely plausible, given that a certified gang member with felony 
convictions and in the possession of drugs faces a high likelihood of prison time had the handgun 
been discovered.  
 

Legal Standard 
 
The investigation was conducted by the Highway Patrol Investigations Section and the report was 
submitted to my office to determine if criminal charges should be filed against Trooper Cole for 
shooting Mr. Harris.  Regarding the use of force by a peace officer, Oklahoma Statute, Title 21, 
Section 732 provides, “A peace officer… is justified in using deadly force when… (t)he officer is 
in the performance of his legal duty… and reasonably believes the use of the force is necessary to 
protect himself or others from the infliction of serious bodily harm.”  The United States Supreme 
Court has held that the situation must be judged by looking at a totality of the circumstances facing 
the officer at the time.  Plumhoff v. Rickard, 472 U.S. ___ (2014).  The analysis is from a reasonable 
officer on the scene, rather than from the 20/20 vision of hindsight.  Id. 
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Conclusion 

 
Oklahoma Highway Patrol Caleb Cole justifiably shot an armed, convicted felon in illegal 
possession of a firearm and drugs during an otherwise routine traffic stop.1 The situation did not 
escalate until the decedent, a passenger in the vehicle the Trooper lawfully pulled over, refused to 
follow Trooper Cole’s directions.  Instead, he re-entered the vehicle, put his hands behind his back 
out of the view of Trooper Cole and appeared to manipulate an object.  Mr. Harris then rapidly 
brought his hand around toward Trooper Cole, who observed a black object in his previously empty 
hand.  Trooper Cole observed a gun fly back over Mr. Harris’ head as he brought his hands up and 
a handgun was recovered from the vehicle.  Trooper Cole’s statements are supported by the video, 
physical evidence, and the observations of the driver of the vehicle, whose vantage point was better 
than the dash camera.    The driver, who was situated approximately 15 feet behind the encounter 
and observed the incident live in its entirety, did not believe that Trooper Cole acted 
inappropriately. In fact, the driver’s unvarnished observation to a third party minutes after the 
incident was, “The crazy part about – the police, the officer wasn’t even in the wrong, though.”   
 
The video demonstrates that Trooper Cole began the encounter in a relaxed, casual manner. His 
demeanor changed solely in response to the actions of Mr. Harris. Any reasonable trooper would 
conclude that Mr. Harris posed a real and significant threat to Trooper Cole’s safety.  I find the use 
of force by Trooper Cole was justified and appropriate under the law and facts and any charges by 
the District Attorney’s office against Trooper Cole are not warranted or allowed under the law. 
  
       Sincerely, 

                                                                                            
       Matthew J. Ballard  
       District Attorney, District 12 

 

                                                 
1 Mr. Harris received felony convictions in 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2011, and 2014 and was certified as a gang member by the Tulsa 
Police Department Gang Unit.  While these facts were not known to Trooper Cole and do not justify the shooting, they are relevant to 
explain Mr. Harris’ behavior, which precipitated the shooting.  


